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A BSTRACT. Publishcd data on the c reep of polycrystalline ice a nd crysta ls o riented for non-basal slip a re 
d iscussed in terms of theo ri es of p rismatic sli p in hexagonal m eta ls. I t is concluded th at creep of polycrysta lline 
ice near the melt ing point is controlled by non- basal sli p bu t a decision on the exact m echa nism of sli p cannot 
be made on the bas is of available data. 

R ESUME. O n d iscu te les donn ees p ub liees sur le Auage d e la glace polycrista ll ine et des cristaux d e g lace 
orientes pour un g lissement qui n 'a pas lieu dans le p la n de base, en comparaison avec le g lissement 
pr isma tique (glissem ent sur les p lans p erp endi clt la ires aux p la ns d e base) des m etaux du systeme hexagona l. 
O n conclue q ue le flu age de la g lace po lycri sta ll ine p res du poin t de fusion est sous la d ependance d ' un 
g lissement qu i ne se fa it pas clans le p la n de base, mais o n ne peu t pas d ecid e r du m ecanisme exact de 
g li ssemenr su r la base d cs donn ees d isponi bles. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. V croffen tli chte W er tc libel' d ie Kriechvo rgange in polykrista llinem E is u nd in 
Kristallen mit O rienti c rungen flir ni ch t-basa les Glei ten werden nach d cm l\1 uster del' prismatischen 
G lei tvo rgange in hexagona len M cta llen beha ndell. Man kann schliesscn, dass das Kricchen polykr istallinen 
E ises na he am Schmelzpunkt du rch nich t- basa les G leiten bes ti mmt wird: d och genligen d ie ver fUgba ren 
Daten n icht flir eine p raz ise Bcschreibung des G leitmecha nism us. 

T HE creep of ice has been studied for m any years bo th in the la boratory and in the fie ld . 
H owever, a lthough considerable da ta a re available, o n ly a small frac tio n of these a re usefu l 
for d etermining the m echa nism of the creep process a nd re latively li tt le effort has been m ad e 
to interpret these d a ta in terms of modern ideas of the p lastic deform a tion of solids. 

R ecentl y Weer tma n (1963) has discussed the creep d ata for ice single crysta ls orien ted for 
basa l slip due to Steinema nn (1954) a nd Butkovitch a nd La nda uer ( 1958) in terms of a dis
location damping mecha nism due to Schoeck (1956) a nd Eshelby (196 1), a nd of a dislocation 
climb m echanism due to Weertman ( 195 7[aJ). Bo th m echa nisms predict creep ra tes which 
agree within an ord er of magnitude wi th the experimenta l data but Weertman favors the 
former since it predicts the experimen tall y observed stress dependence. 

A t a given stress, the creep of po ly crys ta ll ine ice is 10' to 103 times slower than that of single 
crysta ls oriented for basal slip a nd W eertma n suggests tha t this is due to the reso lved shear 
stress on the basa l p la ne of any grain in a polycrysta lli ne aggrega te being smaller tha n the 
a ppl ied stress. However, the observation of Butkovitc h a nd Landa uer tha t crys ta ls oriented 
to suppress basal slip gave creep rates simi lar to those of polycrys ta ls for simi la r stresses at the 
sam e tempera ture is so striki ng a n analogy to the observations of G ilm a n (1956) on h igh 
temperature deforma tion of zinc tha t a n a lterna tive suggestion is worth examina tion . This 
no te seeks to show that creep of polycrystall ine ice near the melting p oin t is controlled by 
non-basal slip in the crysta ls that a re o ri ented with their basal planes pa rallel to the stress axis. 

The concep t of non-basal slip as a n important d eformation mod e in ice receives support 
from the recent experimental observa tion of Muguruma (1963) and Muguruma and Higashi 
( 1963) showing that slip can occur on { I 122} and {IO I O} p lanes as well as on the basal pla ne. 

In the case of zinc, the steady-sta te ra te for prism a ti c slip in single crystals was found by 
G ilm a n ( 1956) to be rela ted to stress a nd temperature as : 

( 
38,000) 

E = A a3 exp -~ ( I) 
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where E is the steady-state creep rate, A is a constant, a the applied stress, R is the gas constant 
and Tis the temperature in oK. A similar relation has also been observed by Gilman (1961 ) for 
prismatic slip in cadmium single crystals with the stress exponent n = 2' 75 and the activation 
energy for creep Q, = 29,200 cal. /mole. Further, work on the creep of polycrystalline zinc 
(Tegart and Sherby, 1958), magnesium (Tegart, 1961 ) and cadmium (private communication 
from J. E. Flinn, jr. ) over the absolute temperature range o' 5 to o· 9 T rn, where T m is melting 
temperature, has shown that both the activation energy for creep and the stress exponent 
change gradually from those identifiable with non-basal slip above o· 75 Trn to those identifi
able with self-diffusion below 0·65 T rn. 

For ice, the temperature dependence of the creep rate of crystals oriented for non-basal 
slip has not been determined but the reported value of n = 2' 96 is in agreement with the 
observations on zinc and cadmium. Observations on polycrystalline ice are conflicting and it is 
difficult to assign a definite value for nand Q, (see, for example, Glen, 1958, 1963) . It has been 
pointed out by Flinn in a private communication that the ratio of the activation energy for 
non-basal slip to the melting temperature is fairly constant for the hexagonal metals at 
55 calp K. in contrast to the ratio of 39 cal. t K. for the ratio of the activation energy for 
dislocation climb to melting temperature which is to be expected from the identification of 
the activation energy for dislocation climb with that for self diffusion. If we extend this 
correlation to ice, then we predict a value of 10,600 cal. /mole for a dislocation climb process, 
similar to that suggested by Weertman (1963), and a value of 15,000 cal. /mole for a non-basal 
slip process, similar to that suggested by Butkovitch and Landauer. 

Two mechanisms have been proposed for prismatic slip in hexagonal metals. The first, due 
to Weertman ( I957 [b)) is based on overcoming a large Peierls stress on the prismatic plane, 
while the second, due to Friedel (1959) is based on thermally activated cross-slip from the basal 
plane into the prismatic plane. The former yields a stress exponent of 2' 5 at low stresses while 
the latter gives an exponent of 2. It is possible to calculate activation energies for the two 
mechanisms but both depend on the assumed width of the dislocations since this determines the 
Peierls stress in the former case and the constriction energy in the latter case. 

One way to use Weertman's model for the case of ice is to take the value of Qas predicted 
empirically and see whether a reasonable value of the Peierls stress emerges after substitution in 
his expression for Q which is : 

where d is the distance between Peierls hills, b is the Burgers vector, fL is the shear modulus and 
T is the Peierls stress. Using fL = 3 X 1010 dyne/cm." a=4' 5A, c = 7' 35A, the calculated value 
of T is 3 X 10'0 dyne/cm.' which is similar to that calculated for zinc from the experimental 
value of Q,. 

Assuming then that the predicted Q, is reasonable, we can calculate the creep rate from 
VVeertman's equation which simplifies to: 

ID ' " (15,000) E = 10 - a"" )exp -~ 

where all the quantities are in c.g.s. units. This predicts a rate of 1O - 7/sec. at a= I kg. fcm.' at 
- 5°C. in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of 1O - 8jsec. 

In Friedel's model, the activation energy consists of two terms as 

X(2X) !fL'b 2 

Q, = Uc + --'--'--'-
3a 

where Uc is the constriction energy and x is the ratio of the energy gained per unit length in 
dissociation to the line tension of undissociated dislocation, about 10 - 2 for reasonable values. 
If the dislocation is undissociated, Uc can be neglected and the second term is dominant while 
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if the dislocation is dissociated the reverse is true . Similar calculations to those of Gilman (I 9S6) 
indicate that the dislocations in ice are probably undissociated and thus use of the second term 
gives Q:::: 14,000 cal. /mole for a= 1 kg. /cm.' in reasonable agreement with the empiricall y 
predicted va lue. The creep rate can then be calculated from Friedel's equation w hich sim
plifies to a similar expression to that of equation (3) , namely: 

( 
14,000) E :::: l o - sa'exp -~ (s) 

where all the quantities are again in c.g.s. units. For a= 1 kg. /cm. ' and - SoC., this a lso gives 
a creep rate of IO - 7/sec. 

Thus either mechanism can describe the observed creep behavior of ice single crystals 
oriented for non-basal slip although possib ly more weight can be given to Friedel's mechanism 
in view of the recent observation of cross-slip in ice by Muguruma. 

In the case of the zinc polycrystals used by Gilman , the stress required to produce a given 
rate at a given temperature is a bou t 30 per cen t lower than that for crystals oriented for 
prismatic slip . Examination of the data ofButkovitch and Landauer for ice indicates a similar 
but smaller trend. This stress difference arises because only a fraction of the grains in the 
aggregate a re o riented for non-basal slip and thus initia lly the gra ins o riented for basa l slip will 
deform to accommodate the applied load. However, as deformation proceeds, the load on the 
less favorably oriented grains increases until the local stress is sufficient to activate non-basal 
slip in these grains which then control the rate of d eformation. Because oflocal inhomogeneities 
of strain, minor deformation modes, e .g. folding and boundary migration, occur as described 
by Gold (1963) . From his observations, he ascribes a minor role to non -basal slip in contrast to 
the viewpoint expressed here . 

From the above discussion , the creep of polycrystalline ice near the melting point is 
considered to be con trolled by non -basal slip and hence the creep rate can be expressed by an 
equation similar to that of eq uation (3) or (S), depending on the exact mechanism of the slip 
process, with a fac tor in the pre-exponential term to a llow for the distribution of grain 
orientations, i. e . a factor dependent on texture . Further, by analogy with the results on hexa
gonal metals, we expect a change in the rate-con trolling process to that of dislocation climb at 
temperatures a round - 6S °C. to - 100°C. with a change in stress exponent to around 4' sand 
a change in activation energy to a round 10,SOO cal. /m ole. Clearl y further careful experimental 
work is desirable to check these ideas. 

I wish to thank Professor ]. Weertman for his interest and encouragement. 
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